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INTRODUCTION

Mobile radio technologies have been subject to specu-
lations in recent years. The initial euphoria about
opportunities and market potentials of mobile ser-
vices and applications has mainly been caused by
growth expectations in the field of non-voice-orien-
tated services. For the year 2003 optimistic analysis
of the market development already predicted an
expected total volume for the European sales of more
than 23 billion Euros (Müller-Verse, 1999). But such
expectations appear to be hardly achievable. In 2003
the German Ministry of Labour and Economics merely
show a sales volume of US$71 million for Europe.
Based on this number, an increase up to US$119
million until 2007 is predicted (Graumann/Köhne,
2003).

Due to the lack of successful business and product
concepts, the gap between expectation and reality
leads to insecurity about the opportunities of mobile
commerce. This insecurity is mainly caused by the
continuing high complexity and dynamic of mobile
technologies. Therefore, particular aspects of mobile
technologies as a basis of promising business concepts
within mobile commerce are illustrated in the follow-
ing. In order to solve insecurity problems, the appli-
cation possibilities of present mobile technologies
need to be analyzed on three different levels: First on
the network level, whereas available technology alter-
natives for the generation of digital radio networks
need to be considered; secondly, on the service level
in order to compare different transfer standards for
the development of mobile information services;
thirdly, on the business level, in order to identify
valuable application scenarios from the customer
point of view. The following analysis considers alter-
native technologies on the network and service level
in order to determine application scenarios of mobile
technologies in the last chapter.

DIGITAL RADIO NETWORKS

In the past the analysis of mobile radio technology has
often been limited to established technology stan-
dards as well as their development in the context of
wide-area communication networks. Today it is rec-
ognizable that wireless technologies that have been
developed for networks within locally limited infra-
structures represent good and cheap alternatives to
wide-area networks (Webb, 2001). Thus, in the
following three alternatives, architecture and technol-
ogy are represented.

General Basics of Mobile Radio
Technology

Generally, connections within mobile radio networks
can be established between mobile and immobile
stations (infrastructure networks) or between mobile
stations (ad-hoc networks) only (Müller, Eymann, &
Kreutzer, 2003). Within the mobile radio network,
the immobile transfer line is displaced by an unad-
justed radio channel. In contrast to analogous radio
networks, where the communication signal is directly
transferred as a continuing signal wave, within the
digital radio network the initial signal is coded in series
of bits and bytes by the end terminal and decoded by
the receiver.

The economically usable frequency spectrum is
limited by the way of usage as well as by the actual
stage of technology and therefore represents a short-
age for mobile radio transmissions. Via so called
“multiplexing”, a medium can be provided to different
users by the division of access area, time, frequency,
or code (Müller, Eymann, & Kreutzer, 2003; Schiller,
2003).

In contrast to fixed-wire networks within radio
networks, the signal spread takes place directly simi-
lar to light waves. Objects within the transfer area can
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interfere with the signal spread that is why there is
the danger of a signal deletion within wireless trans-
mission processes. In order to reduce such signal
faults, spread spectrum techniques distribute the
initial transmission bandwidth of a signal onto a
higher bandwidth (Schiller, 2003). The resulting
limitation of available frequency can be minimized
by the combination of spread spectrum techniques
with multiple access techniques. Those forms of
combination are represented, for example by the
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS),
where each transmitter changes the transfer fre-
quency according to a given hopping sequence, or
the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS),
where the initial signal spread is coded by a prede-
termined pseudo random number.

Wireless Local Area Networks (IEEE
802.11)

The developers of the 802.11 standards aimed at
establishing application and protocol transparency,
seamless fixed network integration and a worldwide
operation ability within the license-free ISM (Indus-
trial, Scientific and Medical) radio bands (Schiller,
2003). The initial 802.11 standard of 1997 describes
three broadcast variants: one infrared variant uses
light waves with wave-lengths of 850-950 nm and two
radio variants within the frequency band of 2.4 GHz
which are economically more important (Schiller,
2003). Within the designated spectrum of the transfer
power between a minimum of 1mW and a maximum
of 100mW in Europe the radio variants can achieve
a channel capacity of 1-2 Mbit/s. Following the 802.3
(Ethernet) and 802.4 (Token Ring) standards for
fixed-wire networks the 802.11 standard specifies
two service classes (IEEE, 2001): an asynchronous
service as a standard case analogous to the 802.3
standard and an optional, temporally limited synchro-
nous service. Typically WLANs operate within the
infrastructure modus whereby the whole communica-
tion of a client takes place via an access point. The
access point supplies every client within its reach or
serves as a radio gateway for adjoining access points.

Developments of the initial standards are mainly
concentrated on the area of the transfer layer (Schiller,
2003). Within the 802.11a standard the initial 2.4

GHz band is displaced by the 5 GHz band, allowing
a capacity of up to 54 Mbit/s. In contrast to this, the
presently most popular standard 802.11b uses the
encoded spread spectrum technique DSSS. It achieves
a capacity up to 11 Mbit/s operating within the 2.4
GHz band.

Wireless Personal Area Networks
(Bluetooth)

In 1998 Ericsson, Nokia, IBM, Toshiba, and Intel
founded a “Special Interest Group” (SIG) for radio
networks for the close-up range named “Bluetooth”
(SIG, 2004). Like WLAN networks, Bluetooth de-
vices transfer within the 2.4 GHz ISM bands, which
is why interferences may occur between both net-
work technologies. In general, 79 channels are avail-
able within Bluetooth networks. FHSS is imple-
mented with 100 hops per second as spread spectrum
technique (Bakker & McMichael, 2002). Devices
with identical hop sequences constitute a so-called
“pico-network”. Within this network, two service
categories are specified: a synchronous, circuit-
switched method and an asynchronous method. Within
the maximum transfer power of 10mW Bluetooth
devices can reach a transfer radius of 10m up to a
maximum of 100m and a data capacity of up to
723Kbit/s (Müller, Eymann, & Kreutzer, 2003).

The main application areas of Bluetooth technolo-
gies are the connection of peripheral devices like
computer mouse, headphones, automotive electron-
ics, and kitchen equipment or the gateway function
between different network types like the cross linking
of fixed-wire networks and mobile radio devices
(Diederich, Lerner, Lindemann, & Vehlen, 2001).
Generally, Bluetooth networks are therefore linked
together as ad-hoc networks. Ad-hoc networks do not
require decided access points; mobile devices com-
municate equally and directly with devices within
reach. Among a network of a total maximum of eight
terminals, exactly one terminal serves as a master
station for the specification and synchronization of
the hop frequency (Haartsen, 2000; Nokia, 2003).
Bluetooth devices can be involved in different pico-
networks at the same time but are not able to commu-
nicate actively within more than one of these net-
works at a particular point in time. These overlapping
network structures are called scatter-networks.
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